Mobile cloud computing has emerged aiming at assisting mobile devices in processing computationally or data intensive tasks using cloud resources. This paper presents an optimization approach for utilizing cloud services for mobile client in mobile cloud, which considers the benefit of both mobile device users and cloud datacenters. The mobile cloud service provisioning optimization is conducted in parallel under the deadline, budget and energy expenditure constraint. Mobile cloud provider runs multiple VMs to execute the jobs for mobile device users, the cloud providers want to maximize the revenue and minimize the electrical cost. The mobile device user gives the suitable payment to the cloud datacenter provider for available cloud resources for optimize the benefit. The paper proposes a distributed optimization algorithm for utilizing cloud services for mobile devices. The experiment is to test convergence of the proposed algorithm and also compare it with other related work. The experiments study the impacts of job arrival rate, deadline and mobility speeds on energy consumption ratio, execution success ratio, resource allocation efficiency and cost. The experiment shows that the proposed algorithm outperforms other related work in terms of some performance metrics such as allocation efficiency.
Introduction
Mobile devices are increasingly becoming the most effective and convenient communication tools in our daily life. However, the mobile devices are facing many challenges in their limited resources (e.g., battery life, storage, and bandwidth) and communications (e.g., mobility and security), which significantly impede the improvement of service qualities. The application of cloud computing is not limited only to PC, but also to mobile devices and mobile terminals. With the rapid development of mobile Internet, cloud computing services providing for mobile phones and other mobile terminals have emerged. Currently, mobile devices are becoming the popular instrument for accessing the cloud environment. While roaming around with a mobile handheld device, a user can enjoy the vast computation power and diverse capabilities with the support of the cloud environment. In mobile cloud environment, users access cloud services with mobile devices. Mobile cloud computing can enhance user experience because mobile devices have limited computing power, storage space, and battery life. Storage and computing capabilities of mobile devices can be extended by utilizing cloud resources (Dinh et al., 2007) .
Mobile cloud computing introduces a variety of benefits over traditional mobile services. With cloud computing, mobile applications can transfer some computation task to be executed on the cloud center. Many mobile applications are developed under mobile cloud computing concept including e-commerce, healthcare, and computer games. Cloud computing with mobile devices enables many new applications that were unavailable in the past. For example, a mobile cloud could be made of smart phones to process realtime data (e.g., video and audio feeds, GPS coordinates). Other mobile cloud applications might involve real time control/actuation in wireless powered sensor networks.
Mobile cloud computing has emerged aiming at assisting mobile devices in processing computationally or data intensive tasks using cloud resources. This paper presents an optimization approach for utilizing cloud services for mobile client in mobile cloud, which considers the benefit of both mobile device users and cloud datacenters. The paper proposes a distributed optimization algorithm for utilizing cloud services for mobile devices. The experiment is to test convergence of the proposed algorithm and also compare it with other related work. The experiments study the impacts of job arrival rate, deadline and mobility speeds on energy consumption ratio, execution success ratio, resource allocation efficiency and cost. The experiment shows that the proposed algorithm outperforms other related work in terms of some performance metrics such as resource allocation efficiency.
The rest of the paper is structured as followings. Section 2 discusses the related works. Section 3 presents an optimization approach for utilizing cloud services for mobile client in mobile cloud. Section 4 presents distributed optimization algorithm for utilizing cloud services for mobile devices. In Section 5 the experiments are conducted and discussed. Section 6 gives the conclusions to the paper.
Related Works and Motivations
Currently, many researches focused on cloud computing with mobile devices. Mobile cloud computing combines wireless access service and cloud computing to improve the performance of mobile applications. Ferber and Rauber (2012) propose a pipelining task concept on a single encrypted channel between a mobile device and a cloud resource to better use the 3G network connections. Barbera et al. (2012) study the mobile software/data backup of both mobile computation offloading and mobile software/data backups in real-life scenarios. Zhang et al. (2012) investigate the scheduling policy for collaborative execution in mobile cloud computing. The design objective is to minimize the energy consumed by the mobile device, while meeting a time deadline. They formulate this minimum-energy task scheduling problem as a constrained shortest path problem on a directed acyclic graph, and adapt the canonical "LARAC" algorithm to solving this problem approximately. Rahimi et al. (2013) study mobility-aware optimal service allocation in mobile cloud computing. They propose a framework to model mobile applications as location-time workflows (LTW) of tasks, here user mobility patterns are translated to a mobile service usage patterns. Abolfazli et al. (2013) propose a market-oriented architecture based on SOA to stimulate publishing, discovering, and hosting services on nearby mobiles, which reduces long WAN latency and creates a business opportunity that encourages mobile owners to embrace service hosting. Group of mobile phones simulate a nearby cloud computing platform. Barbarossa et al. (2013) proposes joint allocation of computation and communication resources in multiuser mobile cloud computing. They propose a method to jointly optimize the transmit power, the number of bits per symbol and the CPU cycles assigned to each application in order to minimize the power consumption at the mobile side. Lee et al. (2013) propose a collaborative framework that lets the mobile device participate in the computation of Cloud Computing system by dynamically partitioning the workload across the device and the system. The objective is to mitigate the deterioration of network performance and improve the overall system performance. Park et al. (2012) study mobile devices as resources in mobile cloud environments. They propose a resource allocation technique which offers reliable resource allocation considering the availability of mobile resources and movement reliability of mobile resources. Shiraz et al. (2014) study runtime partitioning of elastic mobile applications for mobile cloud computing. They investigate the overhead of runtime application partitioning on SMD by analyzing additional resources utilization on SMD in the mechanism of runtime application profiling and partitioning. Ge et al. (2012) propose a game-theoretic approach to optimize the overall energy in a mobile cloud computing system. They formulate the energy minimization problem as a congestion game, where each mobile device is a player and the strategy is to select one of the servers to offload the computation while minimizing the overall energy consumption. Wang et al. (2013) consider a mobile cloud computing (MCC) interaction system consisting of multiple mobile devices and the cloud computing facilities. They provide a nested two stage game formulation for the MCC interaction system. In the first stage, each mobile device determines the portion of its service requests for remote processing in the cloud. In the second stage, the cloud computing facilities allocate a portion of its total resources for service request processing depending on the request arrival rate from all the mobile devices. model the resource allocation process of a mobile cloud computing system as an auction mechanism with premium and discount factors. The premium and discount factors indicate complementary and substitutable relations among cloud resources provided by the service provider. Makris et al. (2012) propose a deployment scheme to offload expensive computational tasks from thin, mobile devices to the cloud datacenter, so that the proposed method prolongs battery life for mobile devices; meanwhile provide rich user experiences for such mobile applications. Shiraz et al. (2013a) analyzes the impact of VM deployment and management on the execution time of application in mobile cloud computing. They investigate VM deployment and management for application processing in simulation environment by using CloudSim. Hussain and Hussain (2011) discuss and formalize the issue of cloud service selection in general and propose a multi-criteria cloud service selection methodology, they consider cost, pricing policy, performance etc as multiple criteria. Shiraz et al. (2013b) propose distributed application processing frameworks in smart mobile devices for mobile cloud computing. The author reviews existing Distributed Application Processing Frameworks (DAPFs) for smart mobile devices in mobile cloud computing domain. The objective is to highlight issues and challenges to existing DAPFs in developing, implementing, and executing computational intensive mobile applications within mobile cloud. Gkatzikis and Koutsopoulos (2013) advocate the need for novel cloud architectures and migration mechanisms that effectively bring the computing power of the cloud closer to the mobile user. They consider a cloud computing architecture that consists of a back-end cloud and a local cloud, which is attached to wireless access infrastructure. Lu et al. (2013) introduce the concept of an Internet-based Virtual Computing Environment (iVCE), which aims to provide Cloud services by a dynamic combination of data centers and other multi-scale computing resources on the Internet. Li et al. (2009) propose Armada, an efficient range query processing scheme to support delay-bounded single-attribute and multiple-attribute range queries. Bessis et al. (2013) propose a model for supporting the decision making process of the cloud policy for the deployment of virtual machines in cloud environments. They explore two configurations, the static case and the dynamic case to study deployment of virtual machines. Choi et al. (2013) study proposes a method of designing a scheme for applying MapReduce of the FP-Growth algorithm.
Our previous work (Li and Li, 2014) focuses on batch processing applications for mobile cloud computing environment. The mobile device's user requirements arrive in batches into the mobile cloud systems. For example, mobile device's users submit batch jobs (e.g., financial analytics, scientific simulations) to mobile cloud system for fast processing. The paper of Li and Li (2014) proposes a phased scheduling for batch processing applications in mobile cloud, which is divided into mobile device's batch application optimization and mobile device's job level optimization. The formulation model and method of this paper is different from Li and Li (2014) . Li and Li (2012) is oriented to SaaS cloud, it combines three perspectives: SaaS user, SaaS provider and cloud resource providers, Li and Li (2012) presents an efficient cloud resource provisioning algorithm, which is beneficial for SaaS users, SaaS provider and cloud resource provider. This paper presents an optimization approach for utilizing cloud services for mobile client in mobile cloud. It focus on mobile cloud service provisioning. The research object and formulation model of this paper is different from Li and Li (2012) .
An Optimization Approach for Utilizing Cloud Services for Mobile Devices

Problem Description
The proposed mobile cloud system includes mobile devices, cloud data center and mobile cloud proxy. The mobile cloud users run the interactive application on their devices. Table 1 The description of notations.
Notations
Meanings
The maximum capacity of CPU of cloud provider j
The maximum capacity of memory of cloud provider j
Energy dissipation of cloud resource j for provisioning VM for mobile device user i ec j Energy consumption rate of cloud resource j for provisioning VM Energy consumption rate for the mobile device user i to complete nth job
E i Energy limit of mobile device user i
Wireless access points provide radio resource (i.e., bandwidth), while data centers provide computing resources (e.g., CPU, memory, and storage) to support different mobile applications. Mobile device can access the Internet through an access point (AP) that is either Wireless Local Area Network (WLAN) or cellular 3G network. The mobile cloud proxy is responsible for managing all communications between the mobile device and the cloud datacenter. The notations used in sections are listed in Table 1 . Let v cpu ij , v ram ij denote the amount of CPU and memory network required by a VM for mobile device i from cloud provider j . VM can be expressed as vm = {v cpu ij , v ram ij }. Let S = {s 1 , s 2 , . . . , s j } denote the set of cloud providers. Each cloud provider supplies a pool of resources to host VM for the mobile device application. The cloud provider supply CPU capacity expressed in MHz, the memory capacity expressed in megabytes. The processing power of a cloud resource provider s j is measured by the average CPU speed. C cpu j , C ram j denote the maximum capacity of CPU and memory, which cloud provider s j can support VM for the mobile device. B = (b 1 , b 2 , . . . , b i ) denote the set of mobile devices. The cloud provider provides the VMs for executing mobile device user's applications. A mobile device estimates its energy consumption rate er l for executing the application set A = {A 1 , A 2 , . . . , A i }, and the energy consumption constraint is C l .
Energy consumption rate of each mobile device in the mobile cloud is measured by Joule per unit time. Let e n i be energy exhausted by mobile device user i's nth job, t n i is the execution time of mobile device application i' n-th job on the mobile cloud datacenter.
The energy consumption rate of the cloud datacenter is denoted by er n i , which can be written as e n i = er.t n i . Service provisioning in mobile cloud computing is to maximize the mobile cloud utility is subject to the resource constraints of cloud datacenter and QoS constraints of mobile device users. The service provisioning for mobile client in mobile cloud is formulated as the follows:
The service provisioning in mobile cloud computing aims to maximize U mcc subject to the constraints. v cpu ij is CPU required by a VM for mobile device user i from the mobile cloud provider j , v ram ij is the memory required by a VM for mobile device user i from the mobile cloud provider j . The constraint implies that the provisioned CPU does not exceed the total capacity C cpu j of mobile cloud provider j , the provisioned memory units do not exceed the total resource C ram j of mobile cloud provider j . Also there are some constraints related with mobile device user. Mobile device user should complete all jobs under the deadline and the budget. Mobile device user needs to complete jobs in the deadline, T i , while the cost cannot exceed the budgetB i . u cpu ij , u ram ij are the payments of the mobile device user i to the cloud datacenter provider j for CPU and memory required by a VM respectively. B i is the budget of mobile device user i. For the mobile cloud datacenter providers, cloud datacenter providers can't pay for the electricity cost more than EB j , which is the electricity expenditure of mobile cloud datacenter providers.
Mobile cloud utility functions are maximized with specific parameter constraints of mobile cloud provider and mobile device user. u cpu ij log v cpu ij + u ram ij log v ram ij is the revenue of cloud provider j obtained from mobile device user i. (E i − N n=1 e n i ) represents remaining energy of mobile device users. We can apply the Lagrangian method to above problem. Let us consider the Lagrangian form of service provisioning optimization in mobile cloud:
Since the Lagrangian is separable, MaxU MCC can be decomposed into the subproblems P md and P cp which are separately conducted by mobile device user and cloud datacenter provider as follows:
Problem P cp is conducted by the mobile cloud provider, different mobile cloud providers provision optimal resource allocation to run VMs for mobile device users. The objective of mobile cloud providers is to maximize the revenue and minimize electrical cost ecost j under the constraints of electrical expenditure and physical resource capacity. EB j − ecost j represents the surplus of cloud provider which is obtained by electrical expenditure subtracting actual cost for running VMs. The mobile device user pays the cloud datacenter provider for available cloud resources to run VMs. Mobile device user i submits the payment u cpu ij , u ram ij to cloud datacenter provider j for CPU and memory required by VMs. B i − j (u cpu ij + u ram ij ) represents the surpluses of mobile device user's budget. Problem P md is conducted by mobile device users; the mobile device user gives the unique optimal payment to cloud datacenter provider under the deadline constraint to maximize the mobile device user's QoS satisfaction. T i − n t n i represents the deadline subtracting actual processing time. (E i − N n=1 e n i ) is remaining energy of mobile device users. So, the objective of problem P md is to save the energy and the cost, and complete task for mobile device user as soon as possible.
Solution for Mobile Cloud Optimization Problem
In mobile device user optimization problem, the mobile device user gives the unique optimal payment to the cloud datacenter provider under the deadline, budget and energy constraint to maximize the mobile device user's satisfaction. Mobile device user optimization problem is written as follows. 
The problem of mobile device user can be reformulated as
We take derivative and second derivative of P md with respect to u ram ij :
The extreme point is the unique value minimizing the mobile device user's payment under the deadline and the budget. The Lagrangian for the mobile device user's utility is L md (u ram ij , u cpu ij ).
where η, ψ is the Lagrangian constant. From Karush-Kuhn-Tucker theorem we know that the optimal solution is given ∂L md (u ram ij , u cpu ij )/∂u cpu ij = 0 for η, ψ > 0.
Using this result in the constraint equation, we can determine θ =
(1+η) as
It means that mobile device user i wants to pay u cpu * ij to cloud datacenter resource j for CPU to run VMs under the deadline and the budget.
Using the similar method, we can solve optimal payment u ram * ij of cloud datacenter provider j .
Let
It means that mobile device user i pay u ram * ij to cloud datacenter resource j for memory to run VMs under the deadline and the budget.
A mobile cloud provider run multiple VMs to execute the jobs for mobile device users, the cloud datacenter providers pay for the electrical cost depending on the electricity price pe j . The cloud datacenter provider optimization aims to maximize the revenue for provisioning VMs to mobile device users and minimize the electrical cost. The revenue optimization of cloud datacenter provider is to maximize the benefit function P cp without exceeding the electrical expenditure of cloud provider and physical resource capacity
For the mobile cloud provider's optimization problem, the mobile cloud provider aims to maximize their revenue and minimize the electrical cost for provisioning VMs to mobile device user. The revenue of cloud datacenter provider is affected by the payments of mobile device users and the cost of the electricity. The cloud datacenter provider' revenue increases when provisioned resources for running VMs increase, payments increase, and the electricity cost decreases. (u cpu ij log v cpu ij + u ram ij log v ram ij ) presents the revenue obtained by cloud provider j from mobile device users. The objective of mobile cloud datacenter providers is to maximize the revenue and minimize electrical cost ecost j . EB j − ecost j represents the electrical expenditure subtracting actual cost for running VMs. Mobile device user adaptively adjusts cloud resource demand based on the cloud datacenter's resource supply conditions, while the mobile cloud provider adaptively provisions cloud resource for the mobile device user. The interaction between mobile device user demand and the supply of cloud datacenter is controlled through price sets p cpu j , p ram j , which are charged from mobile device users by cloud datacenter. For the cloud datacenter provider's optimization problem, different mobile cloud providers compute optimal resource allocation for maximizing the benefit under the limit of energy expenditure
pe j denote electricity price. The energy consumption rate of cloud provider j for hosting VMs to mobile device users is denoted as ec j . The energy cost of mobile cloud provider for hosting VMs can't exceed EB j . The electrical usage of mobile cloud provider j for providing VM to mobile device i can be presented as ed
. Mobile cloud provider's optimization can be presented as
We take derivative and second derivative with respect to v cpu ij :
The extreme point is the unique value for mobile cloud provider' optimization. The Lagrangian for P cp is
where α, ξ , κ is the Lagrangian constant. From Karush-Kuhn-Tucker theorem we know that the optimal solution is given ∂L(v
Using this result in the constraint equation, we can determine
We obtain
(3.14)
It means that cloud datacenter providers allocate optimal CPU v cpu * ij for hosting VM for mobile device i while maximizing its own profit.
Using the similar method, we can solve memory allocation optimization v ram * ij of cloud datacenter provider j .
It means that cloud datacenter providers allocate optimal memory v ram * ij for hosting VM for mobile device user i.
Optimization Algorithm for Utilizing Cloud Services for Mobile Devices
The distributed optimization algorithm for utilizing cloud services for mobile devices (Algorithm 1) is executed by mobile device users and the cloud datacenter providers. In mobile device optimization problem, the mobile device user gives the unique optimal payment to the cloud datacenter provider under the deadline, the budget and energy constraint to maximize the mobile device user's satisfaction. In mobile device user optimization problem, mobile cloud provider runs multiple VMs to execute the jobs for mobile device users, the cloud datacenter providers pay for the electrical cost.
Experiments
Environment Description
We simulate a mobile cloud environment with a 2 dimension area of 500 m × 500 m to study mobile device's behavior. Each mobile device in the simulated environment has a maximal radio range of 100 m, and moves following a random walking mobility model. The average speed of each mobile device is 5 meters per second. Each mobile device's battery capacity is initialized with a random value in the range of [700, 800], and reduced automatically by a random value in the range of [0, 5] in each iteration. The initial price of electrical energy for cloud datacenter is set from 1 to 100 dollars. The initial price of VM is set from 10 to 500 dollars.
There are 40 mobile devices and 12 cloud resource provider, all of which contribute resources to the mobile cloud environment. Wi-Fi interfaces operate at a rate of 11 Mb/s. All Ethernet interfaces operate at a rate of 10 Gb/s. Energy consumption is represented Step 1: Calculates u cpu * (n+1) ij to cloud datacenter resource j for needed CPU to run VMs for mobile device user, and maximize the mobile device user's benefit function P md
to cloud datacenter resource j ; Else Return Null;
Step 3: Calculates optimal payment u ram * (n+1) ij to cloud datacenter resource j for needed memory
, u ram * (n+1) ij to cloud datacenter resource j .
mobile device user
Input: optimal payments u cpu (n) ij , u ram (n) ij from mobile device user i
Step 1: Calculates v cpu(n+1) * ij to host VM for mobile device user i, and maximize the cloud datacenter provider's benefit function P cp
// η > 0 is a small step size parameter, n is iteration number
Step 3: Return CPU price p cpu(n+1) j to all mobile device users;
Step 4: Calculates v
Step 5: Computes new price of the memory as a percentage of the total energy required to meet all job deadlines. Jobs arrive at each cloud node s i , i = 1, 2, . . . , n according to a Poisson process with rate α. The energy cost can be expressed in the dollar that can be defined as unit energy processing cost. The initial price of energy is set from 10 to 500 cloud dollars. The deadlines of mobile device user are chosen from 100 ms to 400 ms. The budgets of mobile device users are set from 100 to 1500 dollars. Simulation parameters are listed in Table 2 .
Convergence of the Algorithm
The experiment is to test convergence of optimization algorithm for utilizing cloud services for mobile devices (OAUCS). Convergence iterations are tested under varying job arrival rate (a). In Fig. 1 , when job arrival rate is low (a = 0.1), the convergence iteration of OAUCS is one. When job arrival rate increases to 0.25, the convergence iterations
Algorithm 2 MuSIC algorithm
Step 1 of OAUCS is three. When job arrival rate increases to 0.5, the convergence iterations of OAUCS is four. When job arrival rate increases to 0.6, the convergence iterations of OAUCS increase to five. As the demand of cloud datacenter resource is more than the supply, the price of the cloud resources increases. When job arrival rate increases quickly, the cloud resource supply is not enough to be allocated to mobile device user, the price of the cloud datacenter resource will increase, and some mobile device users will not afford the cloud resources.
Comparison Experiment
The next experiments aimed at comparing our distributed optimization algorithm for utilizing cloud services for mobile devices (OAUCS) with mobility-aware optimal service allocation in mobile cloud computing (MuSIC) proposed by Rahimi et al. (2013) . Rahimi et al. (2013) develop MuSIC (Mobility-Aware Service Allocation on Cloud), an efficient heuristic for tiered-cloud resource allocation which takes into consideration user mobility information. The MuSIC algorithm is a greedy heuristic that generates a near-optimal solution to the tiered cloud resource allocation problem using a simulated annealing-based approach. MuSIC uses simulated annealing as the core approach in selecting and refining service selection; custom policies have been designed to make it efficient for the 2-tiered cloud architecture with mobile applications. Given a cloud service set, MuSIC starts by computing the center of mobility of each user by LTWs (location-time workflows). The general goal is to select services near that location. MuSIC then uses the service selection function that returns the list of services near the user center of mobility, which can realize the LTW and satisfy the required constraints. The pseudo code for the MuSIC algorithm is shown in Algorithm 2.
To evaluate the performance of our optimization algorithm for utilizing cloud services for mobile devices (OAUCS) against mobility-aware optimal service allocation in mobile cloud computing (MuSIC) (Rahimi et al., 2013) , we adopt the metrics: energy consumption ratio, execution success ratio, resource allocation efficiency and cost. The experiments study the impacts of deadline, mobility speeds, and the node number on performance metrics.
How the deadline effects on energy consumption ratio, execution success ratio, resource allocation efficiency and cost were illustrated in Figs. 2-5 respectively. Figure 2 is to show the effect of the deadline on execution success ratio. When the deadline is low, the execution success ratios of MuSIC and OAUCS are low. When increasing deadline, execution success ratios of two algorithms become higher. Because under low deadline, some jobs of mobile device user can't be completed on time. When deadline is 200 (T = 200), execution success ratio of MuSIC falls to 60%, execution success ratio of OAUCS falls to 73%. Figure 3 shows the energy consumption ratio varies under different deadlines. From the results in Fig. 9 , when the deadline is low, there is intensive demand for the cloud resources in short time, some mobile device user need choose more energy exhausting resource to process the jobs, energy consumption ratio is high. However, when the deadline changes to higher, it is likely that mobile device user's jobs can be completed before the deadline, so mobile device user considers using the energy saving resources to complete jobs to maximize the benefit, energy consumption ratio is low. When the deadline is 250, energy consumption ratio of MuSIC is 67%; energy consumption ratio of OAUCS is 73%. Compared with MuSIC, OAUCS consume more energy. For the resource allocation efficiency under different deadline constraints, from the results in Fig. 4 , when increasing the deadlines, the impact on the resource allocation efficiency is obvious. A larger deadline values brings out higher resource allocation efficiency. When the deadline is 400, the allocation efficiency of OAUCS is 20% higher than MuSIC. Under the same deadline, OAUCS has higher resource allocation efficiency than MuSIC. Figure 5 represents the impact of different deadline constraint on the renting cost. When the deadlines are small, OAUCS spends more payment for obtaining cloud resources to complete jobs, because the mobile cloud user need buy expensive cloud service from cloud datacenter provider. When the deadline is 400, the cost of OAUCS is 27% less than the deadline is 200. When increasing deadline by T = 400, the cost of MuSIC is as much as 39% more than OAUCS. When T = 400, the cost of MuSIC decreases to nearly 34% compared with T = 100.
In Figs. 6-7, we study the impact of the different average speeds of mobile cloud users on allocation efficiency and execution success ratio. Figures 8 and 9 are to measure the effect of different cloud resource nodes on execution success ratio and allocation efficiency respectively. Figure 6 shows how the execution success ratio is affected by mobility speed. The execution success ratio of OAUCS and MuSIC decreases when the mobility speed increases. When s = 20, execution success ratio of OAUCS is as much as 35% lower than that by s = 1. Under the same mobility speed s = 20, OAUCS has 17% less execution success ratio than MuSIC. This is because MuSIC is the tiered-cloud resource allocation which takes into consideration user mobility information. OAUCS do not take into account the movement characteristics of the mobile device. Figure 7 shows the effect of mobility speed on the allocation efficiency. When the mobility speed increases to 15, the allocation efficiency of OAUCS is as much as 24% less than that with s = 1. The allocation efficiency is larger when the mobility speed is smaller. When the mobility speed increases, some mobile cloud users' requirements can't be processed on time. The allocation efficiency of OAUCS decreases slowly than MuSIC when the mobility speed increases. When the mobility speed is 20, the allocation efficiency of MuSIC decreases to 51%, the allocation efficiency of OAUCS decreases to 64%. Figure 8 shows when the number of cloud resource node increases to 10 (N = 10), execution success ratio of OAUCS is as much as 21% less than that with N = 2. The execution success ratio is larger when the number of cloud resource node is smaller. The execution success ratio of OAUCS decreases slowly than MuSIC when the number of cloud resource node increases. When the number of cloud resource node is 12, the execution success ratio of MuSIC decreases to 65%, the execution success ratio of OAUCS decreases to 73%. Considering allocation efficiency, as shown in Fig. 9 , when cloud resource node increases, allocation efficiency deteriorates. When the number of cloud resource nodes is 10, the allocation efficiency of OAUCS is as 31% less than N = 2. When the number of cloud resource node is 12, allocation efficiency of OAUCS decreases to 69%, resource allocation efficiency of MuSIC decreases to 51%.
Conclusions
This paper presents an optimization approach for utilizing cloud services for mobile client in mobile cloud. Mobile cloud service provisioning optimization considers the benefit of both mobile device users and cloud datacenters. The paper proposes a distributed optimization algorithm for utilizing cloud services for mobile devices. Firstly, the experiment is to test convergence of the proposed algorithm. Secondly, the experiments aim to compare proposed optimization algorithm for utilizing cloud services for mobile devices with mobility-aware optimal service allocation in mobile cloud (MuSIC). The experiments study the impacts of job arrival rate, deadline, mobility speeds, and the node number on energy consumption ratio, execution success ratio, resource allocation efficiency and cost. The experiment shows that our algorithm outperforms MuSIC in terms of some performance metrics such as allocation efficiency.
